AMENDMENT NO. 1

On page 1, in the sponsor line, strike “Delegate Stewart” and substitute “Delegates Stewart, Amprey, Foley, Fraser–Hidalgo, Healey, Jalisi, Lehman, Lierman, Love, Ruth, Stein, and Terrasa”; in line 2, strike “Coal Tar”; in lines 5, 7, 13, and 18, in each instance, strike “coal tar”; strike beginning with “prohibiting” in line 8 down through the semicolon in line 12; and in line 16, after “Fund;” insert “providing that a person who violates this Act is subject to a certain administrative penalty;”.

On page 2, in line 4, strike “Coal Tar”.

AMENDMENT NO. 2

On page 3, in line 6, strike “COAL TAR”; in line 8, strike “(A)”; strike beginning with the first “THE” in line 8 down through “COAL TAR” in line 19 and substitute “HIGH–PAH”; in line 20, strike “COAL TAR OR COAL TAR PITCH VOLATILES CONTAINING”; strike beginning with “THAT” in line 21 down through “SURFACE” in line 22; strike in their entirety lines 23 through 26, inclusive; and in line 28, after “(A)” insert “(1)”.

On page 4, in lines 1, 4, 9, 13, and 16, in each instance, strike “COAL TAR”; in lines 3 and 7, strike “(B)” and “(C)”, respectively, and substitute “(2)” and “(3)”, respectively; after line 10, insert:

“(B) THIS SUBTITLE DOES NOT APPLY TO:

(1) AIRPORTS;
(2) **FEDERAL FACILITIES; OR**

(3) **MILITARY FACILITIES.**

in line 15, after the semicolon insert “**OR**”; strike beginning with the semicolon in line 17 down through “**SUBTITLE**” in line 21; and strike in their entirety lines 23 through 32, inclusive.

On page 5, in line 1, strike “(2)”; in line 4, strike “**THE**” and substitute “**EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SUBSECTION (C) OF THIS SECTION, THE**”; in line 12, strike “A” and substitute “:**

(I) **A**”;

in line 13, strike “**NOT EXCEEDING**” and substitute “**UP TO**”; and in the same line, after “**VIOLATION**” insert “; **AND**

(II) **AN ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY UP TO $2,500 FOR EACH VIOLATION, BUT NOT EXCEEDING $100,000 TOTAL**.”